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Spring is just around the corner – or at least it should be!. Just think: no frost, snow, ice and hopefully our plants 
that were in full bloom in February don’t get too discouraged.  My osteospermum is budding and the 
snapdragons and miniature white rose are holding their own in the pot on the deck. 

Inside the Anthurium is putting forth four red blossoms and the Phalaenopsis Florida Snow Breckinridge is 
developing a flower spike.  I adore Orchids and am excited that our traveling duo, Louise Bogard and Karen 
Keltz will be attending the Philadelphia Garden Show this coming week.  Besides attending the Garden Show, 
they will also be going to Longwood Gardens to see the Orchid Extravaganza Season.  Stay tuned next month 
for their article about their journey.  Meanwhile, read their article (below) about their trip to the Seattle Garden 
Show. 
 
Master Gardeners are busy this month beginning with the TCMGA Plant Sale Native Plant Potting, March 2nd; 
Rose Pruning Class is March 3rd at Goodspeed Park, Pruning Practice Day, March 10th, Community Pruning 
Day, March 17th and Master Gardeners have started spring work in the Learning Garden. 
 

For your benefit and to help with all those pesky telephone calls, Linda 
Stephenson asked that I include this:  
 
The January/February edition of the AARP Bulletin has a very informative article 
on ‘No Talk’ Phone Scams (page 38).  Of particular importance, it recommends 
several call-blocking apps.  They are all free as far as I can tell.  Mike 
[Stephenson] put one on our land line phone and we have only received one call 
in the last week.  That one only rang once and stopped.  The whole article is 
great.  FYI the apps are Hiya, Truecaller, NoMoRobo and Privacy Star.  I’m 
hopeful this will continue to work! 
 
Spring is nature's way of saying, 'Let's party!' Robin Williams 
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Karen’ s Korner 

by                 
Karen Keltz 

 
Our Fabulous February Adventure 

 
Louise Bogard and I had the best February adventure ever, one that included an Amtrak train ride (one where 
we didn’t crash!) and lots of garden fun—plants, plants, plants and more! We joined a group from The Hardy 
Plant Society of Oregon and attended the 2018 Northwest Flower and Garden Festival at the Washington State 
Convention Center. TWO giant rooms and one L-shaped atrium full of everything we love! Plus rooms for 
seminars! Good thing we had good walking shoes and lots of aerobic and anaerobic exercise at the YMCA, so 
we were ready. 

 
Plants: As we looked at the exhibits, we noticed that this year’s love child of 
all the presenters was Acer circinatum ‘Pacific Fire.’ At first I thought it was 
some kind of red-twigged dogwood 
because of the fiery red branches, certainly 
a winter showstopper in anyone’s garden. 
We found it mixed and matched with 
anything, but I especially enjoyed the 
garden where it was the anchor in a mix of 
winter scents, from Chrysantha ‘Nanjing 
Gold’ (Paper bush), which was new to me, 
to Daphne, which I adore. I stood and 
sniffed for quite a while. An attendee told 
me that her Edgeworthia is planted next to 
her front walk so that everyone has to 
brush by it on the way to her front door. 

People who smelled it on the sidewalk going by the house have knocked on 
her door to ask what it was. Edgeworthia grows to 6’ round in sun to part 
shade, Zone 8. 

 
 
I took photos of the plants I loved, 
and that included several kinds of 
hellebores. Helleborus ‘Winter 
Thriller Midnight Ruffles’ has 
large, double deep purplish back 
blooms, 18-24”, Zone 4 down to 
minus 30, part to full shade. It’s 
all ruffley like a tutu! I also loved 
the butter yellow of the Helleborus 
‘Gold Collection Snow Fever’ and 
its variegated leaves.  
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Another pretty, frilly one was, ‘light pink 
with deep mauve veins’. Another lovely, 
flowering specimen I found in a nursery 
installation was a Exochorda serratifolia 
‘Snow White,’ or Snow White Pearl 
Bush. This blooms at the first hint of 
spring in April/May and grows slowly to 
8-12” by 5’-8’. It’s hardy and deciduous 
and flourishes in sun to part shade. I have 
come to winter/spring gardens only of 
late, so I’m still looking for delights that 
bring spring joy in our gardens. I think I 
found some happiness, all right! 
 
 

Many presenters were from Oregon, including the one that was selling our favorite conifer, the one we’ve been 
looking for high and low since we saw it at Iseli’s Nursery. We 
wrote about ‘Icebreaker’ after our last plant tour adventure and now 
we have found it at French Prairie Perennials in Aurora. Our big 
disappointment was that since we’d come on the train, there was no 
way to transport the size we wanted (EXTREMELY slow growers!) 
back home. Road trip! However, Louise bought an Ilex crenata 
‘Dwarf Pagoda’ Japanese Holly from them, grown by Iseli Nursery. 
As an aside, all the nurseries on the Cascade Nursery Trail will have 
open house, 10-5 on May 26th-28th. For more information, go to 
www.cascadenurserytrail.com. 
 
Seminars: Because we had such a short time on our up and back 

overnight tour, we took in only two seminars, but they were chock full of information. We saw Bob Hyland’s 
25 Top-Performing Garden Plants. If you have been gardening for a while, you probably could make up your 
own list. In fact, that’s a good challenge to put before you. What’s on your list? Guess what? Edgeworthia was 
on his! www.hylandgardendesign.com and he’s also on Instagram: hylandgardendesign .  
 

Then, we attended Pint-Sized Plants for Pacific Northwest 
Gardens, given by Paul Bonine and Amy Campion, co-authors of 
Gardening in the Pacific Northwest, a new book just out that I 
gave my husband for Valentine’s Day. I wish there had been a 
handout for this session because I was so interested I forgot to 
write anything down.  
 
If you want to see what the rest of the seminars entailed, go to 
www.gardenshow.com to find the list and then if there is a little 
newspaper icon next to the listing, that means a handout is 
available. 
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Garden Support Staff:  This is what I call anything that adds beauty, whimsy, 
and appreciation to your garden. One of my favorites was old, rusty shovels 
that had been laser-cut into scenes in nature. Some vendors added solar lights 
so they’d show up in the dark and perhaps cast interesting shadows. They’d 
added rebar or metal bars at the bottom end of the shovel handle for sticking 
into the ground for stability.  
 

The stones, sculpted or natural, polished or not, 
took my breath away. My favorite was a polished 
stone displayed in the Northwest Stone Sculptors 
Association booth, www.nwssa.org. Instead of 
seeing fossils in the stone presented in flat 
dimension, the sculptor had cut so they were slices 
of the fossils, sort of like the image MRI’s give, so they were all curly and 
squiggly. The stone was dark brown and the fossils were reddish-gold, so striking! 
One of the garden displays included a giant white and grey polished boulder that 
had been turned into a fountain. If you are a stone 
carver or would like to be one, this group is offering 
three workshops and symposiums this summer. See 
website above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Artwork: So many beautiful types of art were offered to the show’s attendees, from glass media, to watercolors, 
oils, encaustics, etc. In Oregon, 41 Gorge artists are having Open Studio April 20-21-22, from 10-5. 
www.gorgeartists.org. FREE, which is a very good price! Louise was especially drawn to the metal art, 
blacksmith work, stone and wood. So much talent! 
 
Tools (the necessary sort of support):  Louise bought Barnel pruners, ones that finally fit her hand, and three 
other small tools for which she had both desire and need, and luckily, they fit in her bags just fine. Barnel is, 
like so many others we visited at the show, an Oregon company. 
 
Amendments: Worms and compost vendors, structural support such as building blocks and greenhouses. 
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Attire: There were glove displays, apron displays, jewelry displays and clothing displays. A couple of clothing 
items jumped into my cart, dresses and blouses crafted from antique doilies and tablecloths, just beautiful. You 
can see them at www.rosemariegallery.com. Who doesn’t like to look good when people come to visit our 
gardens? They don’t have to know that this is very different from how you normally look out amongst your 
flowers, weeds, worms, and compost! 
 
Food: Several farm-to-table CSA-type companies, cheese companies, and candy makers. One of those 
companies was Smith Brothers Farm, www.smithbrothersfarms.com from Kent, WA. Established in 1920 and 
in its 4th generation, this organic dairy delivers weekly to customers’ homes, to an insulated box they keep on 
the porch. Not only do they deliver milk, but also Pacific Northwest organic food such as Dave’s Killer Bread, 
and Tillamook Cheese! We get around! 
 
Food! Yes, we had samples. Louise brought home some uniquely flavored oils and vinegars. I bought some 
ginger marshmallows from a Sherwood-area vendor.  I tested them once I was back home, and they paired well 
with hot chocolate. 
 
Antiques:  Right now, my father’s hoe and I are the only antiques in our garden. I always notice that what some 
people call antiques are what I have and still use from our cupboards. Still you might like that old milk can, 
breadbox or watering can to decorate outside your garden shed. In case you are a connoisseur of everything 
vintage, you might like the Vintage Home and Garden Show—Vintage By The Sea, Saturday, April 28th in 
Anacortes, WA, www.AnacortesVintageMarket.com. 
 
Surprises: We were surprised that so many vendors came from Oregon, from nurseries to metal sculptors, to 
food companies. That makes us excited to attend upcoming flower and garden shows here in Oregon, to re-
connect with our new discoveries. 
 
Things we missed: One event sounded like a lot of yelling—in fun. When we asked what was going on upon the 
back stage, someone in the know told us it was a flower war. Apparently, teams of gardeners have to make 
lovely arrangements out of the flowers they are given and I believe it is a speed test as well. There’s always next 
time to check that out or participate, right? 
 
On the way home, Louise wore her red vest of many pockets, and I wore a blue one, and by the time we 
boarded the train back home, we were at least ten pounds heavier, our pockets full of purchases. Besides that, 
we had two bags chock full along with our suitcases replete with treasures with which to embellish and adorn 
our gardens this spring and summer. Next year, we invite YOU to join us on this adventure that is a gardener’s 
delight. 
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                More photos of Art Works by Louise and Karen 
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A Wrinkle in Thyme 

by 
Cris Roberts 

 
 

 How Am I supposed To Do That? 
 

Perhaps they’re called “riddles of life” or “conundrums” or maybe even “curious puzzles”. Whatever they’re 
called, I’ve yet to find the noun that describes them perfectly. The “them” are things such as: 1. How am I 
supposed to look up a word I can’t spell in a dictionary when I have to know how to spell it to look it up in the 
first place? 2. When opening a new, sharp pair of scissors (meant to cut things open) that is encased in a rigid, 
tough coat of packaging plastic, how am I supposed to get into the very thing I need to use to get into it in the 
first place? 3. What good are cheater reading glasses if I can’t ever find them because I need them in order to 
see in order to find them?!!!  
 
Well, whatever they’re called, these round-about issues of life keep me on my toes, keep me humble and keep 
me from thinking I know it all. Maybe these are some of the basic riddles of life helping me figure out why I’m 
here, and how to go about doing what I’m here to do. 
 
Our wonderful, ever-changing garden at OYA is a learning ground for solving puzzles. I hear versions of, “How 
am I supposed to do that?” frequently coming from the mouths of my youth. I even hear it coming from deep 
inside of me from time to time. Just last week, after proudly observing our Fava Bean cover crop thrusting its 
way up through the frozen ground, I arrived a day later to see it yanked up, lying like wet, soggy-white noodles 
all over the soil, which at that point I called “dirt” (Joy!) because of my frustration!!! I had a puzzle on my 
hands. I hung around late that afternoon following a keen suspicion…and I was right. Just about 2:30 p.m., 
when the sun was finally warming the garden from the South, I heard the dreaded pirates calling: 
“Khawwwww! Khawwww!” I flew out of the sheltered greenhouse where I was lurking incognito, rounded the 
corner looking East and THERE! Right in front of all creation were crows. Big, loud, sleek crows…plucking the 
remainder of the Fava Beans from the homeland. Damage done. Beans gone. Time’s a wasting. Problem to 
solve.  
 
I’m still unsure of the solution here, but at least I have an idea of what we are supposed to do. Thankfully, I 
have a dandy crew of eager youth who are becoming good at problem solving as well. This week, we’ll 
probably haul out some of our row cover cloth usually used to keep those iridescent, blue-spotted moths from 
laying eggs all over our Brassicas and turning into cabbage worms that eat said Brassicas to smithereens. We’ll 
replant, assuming the temperatures stay somewhat sane, then cover the beds with the cloth. When the crows 
come back, and they will come back, they’ll be met with a ghostly blanket flapping in the breeze which will 
(hopefully) deter their merry-making. If this doesn’t work….Hmm. 
 
There have been many more problems we’ve needed to resolve in our garden in the past and there will be many 
more to come. In a way, these provide some of the spice of life. They keep us alert, ever-thinking and 
scrabbling with each other for solutions. The dictionary words, the scissors, the cheater glasses and even the 
crows provide opportunity for character growth and, growing in a garden. After all is what we are all about. 
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Photo from T.R.A.P. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
SAVE THE DATE 

 
2018 Spade and Wade Garden Tour 

July 21st 

 

10:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M 
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Neal’s Compost Pile 

By 
Neal Lemery 

 
The Leyland Cypress: An Unexpected Hybrid 

 
What can happen when you go a little crazy in your yard and plant related species 
from different places?  Sometimes, you create a brand new tree.   
 
In the 1840s, a rich English banker, Christopher Leyland was landscaping his new 
country estate. He brought in some Monterey cypress from California and some 
Alaskan yellow cedars (also known as Nootka cypress).  Both species were 
noteworthy for their unusual shapes and interesting foliage and both were great 
specimen trees.   
 
The trees are biologically related, yet their natural ranges had never intertwined.  In 
1888, the gardeners noticed offspring from the two species and the new trees were 
named the Leyland cypress.  
 
The Leyland cypress, Cupressus x leylandii often referred to simply as leylandii is a fast-growing coniferous 
evergreen popular in hedges and screens. Even in poor conditions, they can grow to 50 feet in 16 years. I have 
proof of that in my own yard, where one of my 14 year old leylandii trees grows well in packed clay that was 
once a dirt race track. The other tree is an integral part of my shade garden and hides my shop building from a 
neighbor.  
 
The tree is almost always a sterile hybrid, though there are about twenty cultivars created through open 
pollination, and propagated mainly from cuttings. I’m attempting propagation now in my laboratory, er 
greenhouse.  

Leyland cypress does well in full sun, but is tolerant of high levels of pollution and salt spray. A hardy, fast-
growing natural hybrid, it thrives on a variety of soils and is a popular hedge.  In England, the fast and tall 
growth has been the source of neighbor conflicts, including one reported murder over an intrusive hedge that cut 
off sun to a garden. This lawyer/gardener can see some interesting legal arguments in that case.   

Leyland cypress combines the hardiness of the Nootka cypress with the fast growth of the Monterey cypress. 
The tallest Leyland cypress are 130 feet tall and still growing. However, because their 
roots are relatively shallow, large leylandii tend to topple over. The wood is rather 
brittle and they aren’t good trees for timber. Yet, they do well here, are clean, and don’t 
appear to be susceptible to disease. They are a nice, yet fast growing addition to the 
yard. Just don’t shade out your neighbor’s garden plot.  
Resources: 
http://www.clemson.edu/extension/hgic/plants/landscape/trees/hgic1013.html 
http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/st671  
https://naturewalk.yale.edu/trees/cupressaceae/cupresus-x-leylandii/leyland-cypress-71 
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2018 Wade and Spade Garden Tour 

July 21st 

 
Introducing the Spike and Randy Klobas Garden 

by  
Spike and Randy Klobas 

 
The front yard is of the Klobas’s garden is Randy’s domain while the back yard is Spike's domain.  Mingled 
among the stones in the front path with beach rocks with a forest floor theme on one side and a transition to the 
beach on the other are various small shrubs, perennials of various heights, ground cover and low growing 
conifers. 
 
Spike states that their landscape is magical, because by morning the hostas and canas have disappeared and only 
the shine of the slug trail is left. Later one can find a Giant Pacific Newt. How beautiful her sable color as she 
enjoys her photo session, then back to her mystical rambles. I really want to believe she had eaten the slugs. 

Randy says that Spike is in “zone denial”, which makes the back garden so interesting.  Of particular interest 
among the plantings are the winter hardy begonias, the prostrate coast redwood, winter hardy palms, a mature 
Mexican Palm, the currently budding Chinese Rhododendron, tall grasses and Cornus sericea 'Farrow' Artic 
Fire. Gnomes are snuggled between the rocks while metal sculptures are sprinkled though the back garden.  

The gardens are always changing by our hands and shovels or by the unkindness of 30 elk.  
When the frost comes the green house is a tropical zone where no Elk have eaten or trampled. There she often 
finds a small frog with golden eyes watching her by the lime tree.  
Spike states that she gardens “going through the agony of defeat and the thrill of victory many times.  And I 
continue to hope”. 
                                                                      
Of particular interest that enhances the garden is that the landscape has evolved around the architecture of their 
home. The masonry, the hand split shake siding, and the extended roof eves, are all primary features of their 
home. The Moller Blue boulders are the aftermath of the organic stone-clinker brick work on the ground floor. 
Randy’s handmade shake siding was constructed out of hardwood that he found from the Tillamook Bay. 
  
After the construction of the house, the soil we were left with was packed down subsoil. No nice dark color or 
earthworms. The first step in their landscape was to revive the compacted soil with compost and worms. 
 
One cannot miss the greenhouse filled with a variety of cacti, succulents and begonias and the lovely potting 
shed with sauna. 
 
The Klobas’s do not consider 'yardwork' to be anything more than an enjoyment. 
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OUR FAVORITE RECIPES 
 

Cris Roberts and Karen Keltz have inspired us to use more herbs in my baking.  Enjoy! 
 

Rosemary Shortbread 
 
Ingredients  
 
2 cups all-purpose flour 2⁄3 cup granulated sugar  
1 tablespoon finely chopped fresh rosemary  
1 teaspoon plus 1 pinch of kosher salt 
1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted cold butter, cut into 1-inch chunks  
1 to 2 teaspoons full- flavored honey  
 
Preparation 
 
Step 1  
Heat oven to 325 degrees. In a food processor, pulse together flour, sugar, rosemary and salt. Add butter, and 
honey if desired, and pulse to fine crumbs. Pulse a few more times until some crumbs start to come together, but 
don't over process. Dough should not be smooth.  
 
Step 2  
Press dough into an ungreased 8- or 9-inch-square baking pan or 9-inch pie pan. Prick dough all over with a 
fork. Bake until golden brown, 35 to 40 minutes for 9-inch pan, 45 to 50 minutes for 8-inch. Transfer to a wire 
rack to cool. Cut into squares, bars or wedges while still warm.  
 

Recipe from NYT 
 
 
 
 

TILLAMOOK MASTER GARDENERS  
are famous for their wonderful Potlucks 

 
This space has been established for recipes in the Thymes and we welcome you to share your 

favorite recipes. 
Just state that it is your own recipe or give the title of cookbook and/or author. 
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MARCH 
 

GARDEN HINTS FROM YOUR OSU EXTENSION FACULTY 
for 

Western Oregon 
“The Oregon State University Extension Service encourages sustainable gardening practices.”  

Planning 
• Plan your vegetable garden carefully for spring, summer, and fall vegetables that can be eaten fresh or 

preserved. If you lack in-ground gardening space, plan an outdoor container garden. 
• Use a soil thermometer to help you know when to plant vegetables. Some cool season crops (onions, 

kale, lettuce, and spinach) can be planted when the soil is consistently at or above 40 degrees Farenheit. 
 
Maintenance and Clean Up 
•   Lawn mowing: Set blade at 0.75 to 1 inch for bentgrass lawns; 1.5 to 2.5 inches for bluegrasses, fine 

fescues, and ryegrasses. 
•   Compost grass clippings and yard waste, except for clippings from lawns where weed-and-feed products 

or herbicides (weed killers) have been used. 
•   Spread compost over garden and landscape areas. 
•   Prune gooseberries and currants; fertilize with manure or a complete fertilizer. 
•   Fertilize evergreen shrubs and trees, only if needed. If established and healthy, their nutrient needs 

should be minimal. 
•   If needed, fertilize rhododendrons, camellias, and azaleas with acid-type fertilizer. If established and 

healthy, their nutrient needs should be minimal. 
• Prune	spring-flowering	shrubs	after	blossoms	fade.	
• Fertilize	caneberries	using	band	fertilizer,	broadcast	fertilizer	or	a	complete	fertilizer	or	manure.	

 
Planting/Propagation 

•   Divide hosta, daylilies, and mums. 
•   Use stored scion wood to graft fruit and ornamental trees. 
•   Plant insectary plants (e.g. Alyssum, Phacelia, coriander, candytuft, sunflower, yarrow, and dill) to 

attract beneficial insects to the garden. For more information, see Encouraging Beneficial Insects in 
Your Garden (PNW550). 

•   If soil is dry enough, prepare vegetable garden and plant early cool-season crops (carrots, beets, 
broccoli, leeks, parsley, chives, rhubarb, peas, and radishes). Plant onions outdoors as soon as the soil is 
dry enough to work. 

•   Plant berry crops (strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, blackberries, currants, gooseberries, and other 
berry-producing crop plants). See OSU Extension publications for berry varieties. 

 
Pest Monitoring and Management 

• Spray trees and shrubs for webworms and leafrollers, if present. 
• Protect new plant growth from slugs. Least toxic management options include barriers and traps. Baits 

are also available for slug control; use with caution around pets. Read and follow all label directions 
prior to using baits or any other chemical control. 

• Learn to identify the predatory insects that can help keep aphids and other pests under control. 
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• Spray to control leaf and twig fungus diseases in dogwood, sycamore, hawthorn, and willow trees. 
• Prune ornamentals for air circulation and to help prevent fungus diseases. 
• Start rose blackspot control tactics at budbreak. Control rose diseases such as black spot. Remove 

infected leaves. Spray as necessary with registered fungicide. 
• Monitor for European crane fly and treat lawns if damage has been verified. 
• Monitor landscape plants for problems. Don't treat unless a problem is identified. 

Houseplants and Indoor Gardening 
• Trim or shear heather when bloom period is finished. 
• Start tuberous begonias indoors. 
• Take geraniums, begonias, and fuchsias from storage. Water and fertilize. Cut back if necessary. Move 

outdoors next month. 
 

For additional OSU Extension gardening information, visit: http://extension.oregonstate.edu/gardening 
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TCMGA EXECUTIVE BOARD

Elected:  
President:  Karen Sarnaker 
Past President:  Neal Lemery 
Vice President: Sarah Ostermiller 
Treasurer:  Larry Goss 
Recording Secretary:  Jodi Derrick 
Corresponding Secretary: 
 Betty Lyons 
Historian:  Jake Lyons,  
 Holly Yingling 
OMGA Representative:   
 Linda Stephenson 
OMGA Alternative: 
 LeRoy Satter 
Class Representatives: 
 2016:  Arla Ayers 
 2018:  Jerilee Henderson 
Extension Agent:  Joy Jones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appointed Committee Chairs 
Audit:  Cammy Hickman 
 Terri Southwick 
Awards:  Karen Sarnaker 
Banquet:  Cammy Hickman 
Budget: Larry Goss
 Karen Sarnaker 
 Sarah Ostermiller 
Communication/WebMaster/ 
Grants Committee:   
 Neal Lemery 
 Karen Sarnaker 
 Deb Lincoln 
Publicity -Cammy Hickman 
 Neal Lemery 
Community Pruning Day: 
 Barb Casteel 
 Evelynn VonFelt 
2018 Garden Tour: 
 Karen Sarnaker 
 Betty Lyons 
Growing Gardeners: to be filled 
Hospitality: to be filler 
Membership: Jerilee Henderson 
Mentors: Linda Stephenson 
Nominating Committee: 
 Neal Lemery 
 Karen Sarnaker 
Picnic: Linda Stephenson 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo Contest: Jake Lyons 
Plant Clinics:
 Tillamook Farmer Market:
  Marilyn Perl 
 North County Plant Clinics: 
  Mark Kuestner 
 South County Plant Clinics: 
  Tim and Pam Burke 
Plant Sale:  Jodi Derrick 
Project:  Sarah Ostermiller 
 Neal Lemery 
Scholarship: Neal Lemery 
Volunteer Coordinator:
 Sarah Ostermiller 
 
Standing Committees 
Learning Garden:   
 Linda Stephenson 
Thymes Newsletter Editor: 
 Karen Sarnaker 
The Tiller Newsletter Editor: 
 Laura Swanson 
(Editor appointed by the Agent) 
 
Special Projects 
Gardening Day Camp: Joy Jones 
O.Y.A:  Evelynn VonFelt 
Native Plant Garden Coordinators: 
 John and Barb Casteel 
 
   
 
 
 

M
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n  
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 CALENDAR OF EVENTS  
 

MARCH 2018 
 

 MARCH 1 MASTER GARDENER CLASS, 9:00AM-4:30PM 
Pruning, Weeds 
 

MARCH 2 TCMGA PLANT SALE NATIVE PLANT POTTING - 12 NOON  
@ Learning Garden Hoop House 
 
OMGA LEADERSHIP FORUM 
 
NORP POTTING PARTY 
 

MARCH 3 TCMGA ROSE PRUNING CLASS @ 9:00AM 
 Goodspeed Park, Tillamook 
 

    OMGA BOARD MEETING 
 
 MARCH 6 LEARNING GARDEN, 9:00AM-12:00PM 

 
 MARCH 8 MASTER GARDENER CLASS, 9:00AM-4:30PM 
  Fruit Tree, Small Fruits 
 

 NORP POTTING PARTY 
 
MARCH 10   PRACTICE PRUNING DAY AT LEROY SATTER HOME 

Contact Betty Lyons, Evelynn VonFeldt 
 
 MARCH 13 PLANT SALE MEETING, 9:00AM-10:00AM 
  TCMGA CHAPTER & BOARD MEETING, 10:00AM-12:00PM 
  GARDEN TOUR MEETING, 12:15PM-1:15PM 
  OSU Extension Office 
 
 MARCH 14 BONSAI CLUB, 6:00PM – 9:00PM, TPUD MEETING ROOM 
 
 MARCH 15 MASTER GARDENER CLASS, 9:00AM-4:30PM 
    Understanding Pesticides, Composing, Learning Garden 
 
 MARCH 17 COMMUNITY PRUNING DAY 
 
 MARCH 20 LEARNING GARDEN, 9:00AM-12:00PM 
 
  THYMES DEADLINE   
 
 MARCH 22 - MASTER GARDENER CLASS, 9:00AM-4:30PM 
    Lawns, Plant Clinic 
 
  NORP POTTING PARTY 
 
 MARCH 27 LEARNING GARDEN, 9:00AM-12:00PM 
 MARCH 29 MASTER GARDENER CLASS, 9:00AM-4:30PM 
    Poisonous Plants, Computer Use, Informal Exam Preparation 
 
 MARCH 30 -   NORP POTTING PARTY 
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